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With the proliferation of embedded devices in the Internet of Things (IoT)
across a variety of industry verticals, a host of assets are scattered globally
across terrain, geography, or customer locations. Support for remote
software updates is inevitable for effective operations. Industry verticals
such as transportation, energy, consumer, smart building and
manufacturing rely heavily on a potent IoT ecosystem for best possible
outcomes. All software used in this ecosystem, from low-level firmware to
high-level applications software will surely need updating throughout the
product lifetime.
Remote management of IoT devices scattered globally involves grouping

OTA updates enable the

and accessing devices, provisioning, configuring and monitoring remotely

management of

and securely from a central location. In this fleet lifecycle management,

software and firmware

one critical challenge is the ability to efficiently deliver remote software

updates from preproduction to post-

updates at scale, with minimized operational risk calling for industry best

production and end-of-

practices in security and robustness.

life providing endless

This whitepaper is intended for the IoT ecosystem contributors in need of

benefits to device

an OTA software solution in their products. It describes the importance of

manufacturers and

delivering software updates and explains why it has become an integral

consumers.

part of a company’s go-to-market strategy. The paper discusses industry
challenges with respect to OTA updates and what constitutes a successful
OTA solution implementation. It provides a simple model to better
understand the economics associated with developing a self-managed
homegrown end-to-end OTA solution as compared to using Mender as an
OTA service provider.

The growing need for OTA software updates
First signs of over-the-air software (OTA) software updates came available with the launch of TMobile G1 smartphone with Android in 2009 and OTA has since reached a relative maturity in the
smartphone market. Other verticals have been lagging in this area and the companies that are at
the forefront of IoT are beginning to realize the importance of OTA updates.
Embedded hardware, sensor and related technologies continue to rapidly shrink in price, which
makes it accessible to equip devices with IoT capabilities. This is fueling the worldwide proliferation
of connected devices with a projected growth of 43 billion¹ devices by 2023, enabling new

¹

Fredrik Dahlqvist, Mark Patel, Alexander Rajko,

technologies to be embedded in millions of products offering various functionalities across many

Jonathan Shulman (July 2019), Growing

different market verticals. This explosive growth comes with challenges and opportunities.

Retrieved from shorturl.at/qRY18

opportunities in the Internet of Things.

OTA software updates as a competitive strategy
OTA software updates can bring in new revenue opportunities to service providers and
manufacturers of IoT products in all industries. In a recent article by The Driver², BMW will use OTA

²

Rob Stumpf (July 2020), BMW is Planning to

updates to activate features in the cars such as heated seats, infotainment features and others

Sell Heated Seats and More as a Subscription.

that vehicle owners pay for on a monthly or annual subscription.

34547/bmw-is-planning-to-sell-heated-seats-

Retrieved from http://www.thedrive.com/news/
and-more-as-a-subscription-no-really
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OTA updates enable the management of software and firmware updates from pre-production to
post-production and end-of-life providing endless benefits to device manufacturers and
consumers. From the consumer’s perspective, a software update is an enhancement to the current
operating system version containing new features and performance improvements. However, from
the manufacturer’s perspective, a software update is an opportunity to not only reduce costs but
also delight consumers with a continuously better user experience that can differentiate the OEM
from the competition [Figure 1].
TO CONSUMERS

Potential challenges
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Improve safety
& security

• Bug fixes

that encompass the

• Security patches

benefits of IoT such as

• Protect against botnets, malware and ransomware

security, safety and
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Improve end-user
experience

• Updates with features and improvements

privacy cannot be taken

• Increase customer loyalty and satisfaction

lightly.

• Meet consumer demand and expectations
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• Rapid deployment of new features
• New service offering
• Application & product improvements

• Avoid recalling devices

Reduce costs

• Avoid manual and error-prone labor
• Avoid support related costs

Figure 1: Key drivers of value for OTA software updates.

OTA gives insurance policy
The explosive increase in connected devices and functionalities means more software which
means more security risks. On average developers create 15-50 errors per 1,000 lines of delivered
code³ which means there will be defects in the software on the device, defects that will require

³

Code Complete by Steve McConnell

⁴

Mark Austin (April 2018), Hackers Broke Into a

software patches, and will need to be deployed to the devices to avoid devastating data breaches.
Leaving outdated software in your fleet of devices can do irreparable damage. Many organizations
make it easy for attackers to hack into their organization by leaving unpatched software in the

Casino’s High-roller Database Through a Fish

field and hence making it paramount that all software parts stay updated and secure. For example,

Tank. Retrieved from https://

a casino’s high-roller database was hacked as the attackers exploited a vulnerability in the

www.digitaltrends.com/home/casino-iothackers-fish-tank/

thermostat of a fish tank to get a foothold in the network⁴. Hackers don’t care where they can
successfully penetrate a system and they most often attack the weakest link.

⁵

Ionut Arghire (September 2016), Mirai Linux
Backdoor Targets IoT Devices. Retrieved from
https://www.securityweek.com/mirai-linux-

The potential challenges that encompass the benefits of IoT such as security⁵, safety and privacy⁶

backdoor-targets-iot-devices .

cannot be taken lightly. The rapid and pervasive adoption of connected devices, the lack of
attention in designing them to be secure from ground up, and the use of cloud computing to

⁶

Ring Home Security Cameras. Retrieved from

provide connectivity with these devices pose a myriad of security challenges that require well-

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/15/us/
Hacked-ring-home-security-cameras.html

thought through and engineered solutions to minimize the risks.
The average cost of a data breach in the USA reached $8.19 million⁷ in 2019, which for many small
to medium sized companies can break an organization - the costs are just too high to avoid.
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Neil Vigdor (December 2019), Hackers Breach

⁷

IBM, Cost of a Data Breach Report (2019).
Retrieved from https://www.ibm.com/security/
data-breach
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Regulatory compliance requires OTA
Government bodies around the world have started to mandate security protection measures to be
implemented in all internet connected devices. In June of 2020 the European Union (EU)
introduced a new cybersecurity⁸ standard for all consumer IoT products. It hopes the new standard

⁸

European Standard, Cyber Security for

will lead to better security practices and more vendors adopting a security-by-design principle

Consumer Internet of Things, Baseline

when developing new connected consumer products. National Institute of Standards and

www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/

Requirements (2020). Retrieved from https://
303600_303699/303645/02.01.01_60/

Technology (NIST)⁹ recommends organizations implement security controls and ensure their
systems are up to date. This includes identifying and correcting information security flaws,
installing software patches and other security updates in a timely manner. The U.S congress¹⁰ has a

en_303645v020101p.pdf

⁹

Information Systems and Organizations, SP

legislative bill to leverage Federal Government procurement power to encourage increased
cybersecurity for IoT devices.

NIST, Security and Privacy Controls for Federal
800-53 (April 2013)

¹⁰

Congress.gov, Retrieved from https://
www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-

OTA software update capability in connected devices will be a regulatory requirement in all the

bill/734/text

industries in a matter of years, therefore the devices built today need to take it into account.

Requirements of a successful OTA update solution
Requirements¹¹ for updating software to connected devices differ from many other solutions in the

¹¹

Mender.io whitepaper, Hidden Costs of
Homegrown Updaters, (2017). Retrieved from

IoT ecosystem, for example cloud infrastructure, because connected devices must be treated and

https://mender.io/resources/whitepapers/

assumed unreliable and non-redundant, for instance due to poor connectivity, loss of battery,

_resources/hidden-costs-of-homegrown

physical damage, and end user behavior.
Firstly, an OTA update mechanism needs the ability to manage an entire fleet of connected
devices. Many homegrown OTA solutions are restricted to updating devices one-by-one, which
easily becomes unmanageable, and error-prone as the fleet of devices grows in population. The
increase of manual tasks will increase the probability of human errors, which introduces security
and operational risks given the sensitive nature of the update process. Even if automated,
homegrown solutions typically only target the specific product line it was implemented for. Once
the next generation of hardware, software and new products are developed, “retro-fitting” the
existing homegrown OTA updater is a challenge and sometimes not feasible so yet another
homegrown OTA system needs to be developed and maintained.
Secondly, another critical characteristic of an OTA solution is to ensure robustness. This has many
elements to ensure the resiliency of the embedded systems. A worst-case scenario is an unwanted
interruption during an update rendering the device to become unusable and bricked. The
resilience and reliability of the update process must be a central concern given the potential
negative consequences. Another example is if a software update is only partially or half-way
installed on a remote location. This might lead to a “bricked” state, with no remediation except to
replace it with a new device. Clearly, the update process needs to be robust, atomic and support
rollbacks.
Thirdly, security and integrity of the software update itself need to be taken seriously. The
increase of connected devices being compromised had a direct result in the 91% growth of DDoS
attacks in 2017¹², attributed to poor IoT security. The trend is profoundly disturbing. A key security

¹²

Alison DeNisco Rayome, DDoS attacks increased

feature is code signing (cryptographic validation) of an update to avoid any man-in-the-middle

91% in 2017 thanks to IoT (November 2017).

attack and ensure complete integrity of sensitive components. An obvious, but surprisingly often

article/ddos-attacks-increased-91-in-2017-

neglected feature is that all communication needs to be encrypted communication.

Retrieved from https://www.techrepublic.com/
thanks-to-iot

Finally, the OTA mechanism needs easily exposed APIs to hook into existing continuous
development, build and integration systems. The risk is the pushback from the development team
if an update mechanism would dictate the tools they need to use or a solution that requires to
adopt a specific embedded OS, language, or how updates are packaged.
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Key industry challenges
High degree of fragmentation in embedded device hardware and software makes it costly and

Fragmentation in

difficult to make consistent and fully compatible solutions. The fragmentation mainly arises from

embedded device

lack of de facto standards and a large number of ecosystem players. There are companies that

hardware and software

design the CPUs and influence support for the basic CPU architecture. SoC vendors take the
underlying kernel and CPU architecture and modify them to support their chipsets and further
form them into reference designs. Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and board vendors
take the reference designs from SoC vendors and build them into specific products or create
more general purpose development boards.

makes it costly and
difficult to make
consistent and fully
compatible solutions.

Another piece is the open source community and the embedded software that contributes to the
evolution of the software for the betterment of the code and the devices they will run on. In
embedded development, two approaches prevail deciding what operating system to use. There is
the custom build distribution (with tools such as Yocto/OpenEmbedded-Core, Buildroot,etc.) and
there is the ready-made and more accessible binary distribution such as Raspberry Pi, BeagleBone
and other Linux kernel based derivatives.
Another class is MCU-based embedded systems which employ a real-time operating system

To develop, implement

(RTOS) that allows the software to split concurrent tasks with different responsibilities in the

and maintain a

system. These systems are vastly used in a variety of IoT applications and require support for OTA

homegrown end-to-end

updates which need massive customization.

solution comes at an

The fragmentation puts the development organization at crossroads regarding the path they

inherently high cost.

should seek for their connected device. Depending on product goals and business objectives
things may get even more complex when planning for mass production beyond the simple proofof-concept (PoC). With ready-made binary distribution boards, the initial pre-built operating
system software used during PoC often turns inferior to satisfy production level requirements at
large scales when every additional cent in costs eats up the profit. Custom built boards have the
fundamental advantage of cost and customizability at scale. The best approach is to combine the
two as illustrated in Figure 2.

Planning
BINARY
DISTRIBUTIONS

Variety of solutions without a fully optimized OTA update manager
Generic Public cloud IoT stacks

Prototyping/PoC

?
Pilot

IoT is a complex ecosystem spearheaded by popular cloud vendors like Google Cloud, AWS and
Microsoft Azure IoT. These platform and solution providers wish to cater to the whole IoT value

CUSTOM
DISTRIBUTIONS

Production

chain to tackle the various needs generically, but none delivers specialized and optimized solutions
for OTA. These solutions are IoT-compatible technology stacks and backend services that include
some building blocks for OTA updates, however, the major drawback is they are lock-in services:

Figure 2: IoT product development cycle
and the go-to-market paths.

once applications and infrastructure is integrated it takes significant effort to move to a different
vendor as no freely available or open source compatible solution exist. For OTA purposes these
stacks provide connectivity and some “batch processing” but leave the rest of the OTA
requirements, such as all the OTA client logic, rollout policy and software packaging to the
customer. The resulting OTA solution can therefore be compared with homegrown OTA, which
usually also leverage some existing building blocks but do not offer a full solution.
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Fragile and insecure homegrown solutions
To develop, implement and maintain a homegrown end-to-end solution comes at an inherently
high cost. Homegrown software update mechanisms typically lack rudimentary endeavor for many
embedded development teams and suffer many capabilities needed to ensure security,
robustness and scalability of the update process. Lack of in-house core competencies leads to
fragile solutions with vulnerable devices at risk of being hacked or bricked. Further, it adds
complexity to the product development cycle that jeopardizes time-to-market and product
release launches. Spending time building a secure and robust update manager will distract already
limited time and resources from focusing on the actual features of the product. To stay ahead in
the competitive world of today, everyone needs to focus on their core competence and outsource
the rest.
Finally, for self-hosted services the need for backend infrastructure, servers, compliance
assurance, logging, monitoring, access control, and internal expertise and support of providing
such services can easily rack up the cost of a complete end-to-end solution.
Bits and bytes of open source components
Various open source solutions exist, but none of these solutions are end-to-end (with clientserver architectures). Also, they lack the feature-rich and overall functional requirements to make
them enterprise grade and reliable at large scale. Popular client-side solutions require relatively
high efforts to get started with no out-of-the-box server deployment solutions. The server-side
solutions often suffer in terms of available features and functionality and ease of use.
Dedicated IoT platforms with lock-in
IoT platforms provide fully managed IoT life-cycle management including standard hardware,
configurable software, connectivity services, and device management use cases (e.g. SSH, restart,
monitoring, OTA updates). However, the elephant in the room with these end-to-end platforms is
the lock-in with no or limited hardware access for customizability if needed. Regarding OTA
updates, IoT platforms lack support for updating all types of device software today and in the
future. For example, they might provide lightweight or micro updates to facilitate application layer
updates that contain files, directories and container types, but lack system level update. They might
lack accessibility to do full image root filesystems updates which is a requirement for robust,
failsafe and atomic updates.
The common thread among all IoT platforms and solutions is their lack of a fully dedicated and
optimized end-to-end OTA update management server that can minimize risks and increase
efficiency as the device fleets scale from a few hundred devices to a few hundred thousand and
millions of devices, a solution that not only satisfy your OTA needs today, but also tomorrow.

Changing needs for software updates during product lifetime
As software grows in complexity so does the chance for new bugs. The need to do software

The need to do software

updates stays imperative throughout the product’s lifetime from the development and

updates stays

maintenance of an IoT product in pre-production to post-production and finally end of life.

imperative throughout

Connection to the internet increases the attack surface and with it security risks to the device and

the product's lifetime.

its users. The need for security patches stays with the device throughout its lifecycle.
Software updating brings more benefits than just fixing bugs and security issues. It also enables
business to continuously add value by improving system performance, adding new features and
capabilities

mender.io
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capabilities over the lifetime of the product, and especially in the early phase where the need for
fast time to market has come at the cost of unfinished features.
5

1

System-level and application-level updates
Software updating requirements during a product’s lifetime vary from product to product and

loT Product
Life Cycle

from industry to industry. Updating requirements can be components related to a system or
applications. System updates can be low level bootloader, kernel, root file system that enable the

4

2

underlying operating system software capabilities. Application layer updates in the higher software
stack deals with user experience and device functionality and may require updating containers,

3

packages, files, and directories.
From pre-production to decommission

1

System updates:
• bug fixes,

When in pre-production environments, the software updating needs arise from the desire to do

• security patches,
• operating system improvemnet

rapid prototyping and testing, get faster user feedback for feature development and ultimately
shorten time-to-market and reduce costs.

2

updates, independently. For example, during the initial launch of the product in market
3

sat idle in shopping shelves. Comparably, application updates may occur in the growth and maturity
4

improvements and service offerings to increase their monetization opportunities and increase

Decline
System updates:
• security & maintenance

their customer’s loyalty and satisfaction. Figure 3 illustrates various possible updating needs in the
product life cycle.

Maturity
System and application updates:
• security patches,
• features improvements

full operating system image to the latest version as much might have changed when the product
phases of the product when service providers and device manufacturers push new features,

Growth
More frequent application updates:
• new features,
• service offerings and improvements

As devices reach the end user there are various use-cases requiring both system and application
(introduction), there may be a need for system updates to fix bugs, patch security or update the

Introduction

5

Product Development
System and application updates:
• shorten time-to-market,
• rapid prototyping & test

Mender’s approach
The industry clearly needs a rock-solid approach with something as critical as OTA software
updates. Mender was founded to address the fundamental needs and challenges explained in this
paper. Mender is a secure, risk tolerant and efficient solution that enables large scale software
deployments, globally [Figure 4].

System updates:
• Kernel/drivers,
• Full disk image,
• Root filesystem
Application updates:
• Containers,
• Files & directories,
• Packages (.rpm, .deb)
• Proxy deployments

Figure 3: Software update requirements
during IoT product life cycle.

Figure 4: An overview of Mender’s end-to-end OTA software update manager.
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It is open source
Anyone can use it and participate in improving Mender, instead of reinventing their own wheels.
This is enabled through Mender Hub, an online community of users dedicated to enabling OTA
updates across a varied number of binary and custom build hardware and operating systems. The
goal of Mender Hub is to hold the world’s largest repository of OTA enabled devices.
It prevents vendor lock-in
Supports all kinds of hardware and software to enable developers and device manufacturers to

Mender is a secure, risk

adopt Mender with their existing infrastructure at any point in the pre or post-production, today

tolerant, and efficient

and tomorrow This means, for example, you can easily use a Raspberry Pi to do prototyping and

solution that enables

testing and later switch to a custom build hardware for mass production with full support of
Mender. Mender management server as a self-hosted option allows the flexibility to run services
on company infrastructure due to privacy and security, or the desire to self-control and protect

large scale software
deployments, globally.

intellectual property.
It is end-to-end
Mender offers a client-server API-based architecture with an intuitive web UI that manages and
deploys all device software to a globally distributed connected device fleet. The management
server provides automation needed to securely and reliably deploy updates to a large scale of
device fleets. The management server is hosted by Mender, or self-hosted by the customer.
It is built for customization
Over-the-air (OTA) software updates offer the capability to customize software releases and
installation on devices with more flexibility and control. Mender State Scripts and Update Modules
are tools to enable such benefits. For example, for devices with a display that interacts with an end
user, it may be desirable to ask the user for permission before applying the update. Mender state
script allows such an option. Many IoT devices may be MCU/ROTS-based connected to a
gateway. Mender Update Modules can update these peripheral edge node devices through proxy
software deployments.
It supports all kinds of updates
As mentioned earlier in this paper, the need to do software updates throughout a product’s
lifecycle is critical and may need different types of software updates during its lifetime. Mender
provides the necessary mechanisms to deliver these components efficiently with system and
application level updates.
It is risk tolerant
Security and robustness is the prime directive of Mender. Advanced features in the commercial
offerings, such as Phased rollout and Role Based Access Control, reduce business liability and risks
at large scale deployments, which in turn can translate to increased reliability and quality of
updates.
It is efficient
Mender is designed to make updates more efficient and effective by leveraging automation.
Automation enables faster and more resilient deployment workflows. Automation increases
deployment consistency, reduces human errors and updates cycle times which in turn translates
into cost savings.
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Economic value of using Software-as-a-Service to update IoT devices
Securing executive buy-in and building the business case for any technology investment can be
challenging. To bring profitable products and improvements to the mass markets, pressure grows
to reduce costs, improve productivity and increase competitiveness. The good news is when it
comes to OTA software updates developers and device manufacturers no longer need to build
their own backend and service infrastructure to deploy remote OTA updates. Harnessing the
power of cloud computing and combining it with Mender’s secure, efficient and risk tolerant OTA
solution the update delivery process becomes simplified.
During initial phases Mender interviewed more than 100 embedded developers in various
organizations to understand the cost estimates of developing a homegrown solution. While the
cost estimates can be broad, a complete advanced end-to-end OTA solution built from scratch
can cost a minimum of $750,000. This includes dedicated staff with at least two to four engineers
working on both the client and server sides to research, design, develop, maintain, and support the
solution.
Mender has developed a simple model to understand the estimated expected economic return for
an organization who wants to build a basic homegrown solution with a minimum set of features
versus using Mender’s hosted or Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution. Figure 5 illustrates
the expected economic value (risk-adjusted) generated from such a solution. This basic
solution is mainly tailored for low scale device deployments with no features to address
Enterprise level risk management and efficiency requirements for deploying software at larger
scale. It is estimated that a basic solution addressing the mid-market would cost $150,000 for
the initial development of the client and server with 20% year-over-year improvement for a
total

development

cost

of $210,000.

Additionally,

the

operational,

support

and

maintenance costs for hosting the infrastructure would add another 7.2% of the total cost
over two years starting from Year 1. The total cost savings (benefits from not developing inhouse) is then compared to Mender with similar features and support capabilities.

The

expected risk-adjusted return on such investment (ROI) can be 1850% over two years for a
relatively low scale device fleet with a payback period of three months, to recoup the initial
investments. The high initial costs of the homegrown update manager

come

from

development to tailor it to specific product requirements. When this development is
complete, the cost becomes improvement and maintenance-related. However, as the business
decides to release a new product or new hardware, there will again be significant
development costs to support this new product and hardware requirements. Given product
release cycles of 2-5 years, the development cost will be ongoing.
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Figure 5: Expected economic return (risk-adjusted) from using hosted Mender
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Conclusions
The IoT’s rapid emergence brings the promise of important new benefits, but also brings with it
challenges such as security, safety and privacy. In order to meet these challenges and benefits,
over-the-air (OTA) software updates have become a prerequisite for product success. To
successfully implement OTA you need a few critical pieces. Countless IoT platforms offer basic
software update capabilities, but none delivers the required optimized solution for delivering OTA
updates of tomorrow. Homegrown OTA solutions are often costly, fragile and insecure. Other
open source solutions are partial, and not end-to-end. They lack the total capabilities to deliver
reliable and confident software deployments. Partial solutions marketed by big cloud vendors
come with strict lock-in, are deficient and lack the required OTA features, leaving most of the hard
problems such as device support and robustness to be solved and maintained by their customer.
Spending time and resources building a homegrown solution can divert focus from engineering

Mender's hosted

teams to building the core features of a product and can lead to a mediocre OTA manager with

solution can be

devices at risk of being hacked or bricked. In addition, the complexity to product development is

leveraged to gain a total

increased which can jeopardize time-to-market and product release launches. Adding all up with

competitive advantage

managing the backend server infrastructure, support and maintenance, the cost can go up to
hundreds and thousands of dollars. Mender provides a secure and robust end-to-end OTA
software update manager for connected devices. Mender is an easy to use solution to deploy
updates to a large number of devices with efficiency and risk tolerant software deployments.

in managing software
deployments in IoT
devices.

Mender’s hosted solution can be leveraged to gain a total competitive advantage in managing
software deployments in IoT devices, including cost savings that can turn to increased profitability
over the lifetime of the product.
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About Mender.io
Mender.io is a leading provider of a secure and robust end-to-end over-the-air (OTA) software
update manager for IoT devices. Mender makes it easy to deploy updates to a large number of
devices by providing efficient and risk tolerant OTA deployments. Mender enables its customers
to stay competitive in a fast-moving market by helping them deliver high-value services on an
increasing number of connected devices with growing software complexity. With an active open
source community supporting a large number of different hardware and operating systems and
growing every day, Mender has quickly become the trusted choice by some of the world’s most
respected brands.
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